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has no future, however, because it merely takes things that already are and 
expedites them “further on their previous path.”12

The problem with these enjoyable things is that they conceal Being, that is, 
“what is genuinely to come and thus resides completely outside of the distinction 
between good and evil and withdraws itself from all calculation.”13 In order to 
find the value of emergency outside this distinction, that is, metaphysics, it is first 
necessary to “experience” the “emergency of the absence of a sense of emergency.”14 
For Heidegger this experience is the condition “where self-certainty has become 
unsurpassable, where everything is held to be calculable, and especially where 
it has been decided, with no previous questioning, who we are and what we are 
supposed to do.”15 But who decides who we are and what we are supposed to do?

Even though there are various “sovereign” powers responsible for our 
economic condition (the IMF, WB, ECB), our military condition (NATO), our 
environmental condition (UN-ICCP), and also our behavioral state (biogenetic 
engineering), the emergency today rests in our ability not only to individuate them 
but also to awaken the absence of emergency they create. In order to awaken this 
absence one must distinguish between “those who rescue us from emergency” 
and the “rescuers into emergency,”16 as Heidegger pointed out in his recently 
published Black Notebooks.

This distinction is going to be very useful to keep in mind as we read the 
excellent essays by Gianni Vattimo, Adrian Parr, Noreen Khawaja, Arne De Boever, 
Frédéric Neyrat, Bonnie Honig, Diego Rossello, Silvia Mazzini, Richard Polt, and 
Dorthe Jørgensen. These contributors “rescue us into emergencies,” not simply 
because there are environmental (Parr), political (Honig, Rossello, Mazzini) 
economic (De Boever, Neyrat), and philosophical (Vattimo, Khawaja, Jørgensen, 
Polt) “emergencies” that we must confront but also because confronting them will 
help us bring about, as Benjamin once said, “a real state of emergency.”17
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